
 
Vision: The children of Pasadena, Altadena and Sierra Madre all grow up in a safe, stable and 

supportive environment that prepares them for success in school and in life 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Supportive Communities Work Group Meeting 

June 21, 2017 6:00-7:30pm 

No Future Café 

 

 Meeting Notes 

 

1. Welcome/Introductions 

 In Attendance: Lou, Araceli, Eliot, Adam, Brian, Margo, Cindy, Cybele, Liane, Lisa B. – 

word to describe you: semi-artistic, inspired, moving forward, engaging, becoming 

creative, excited, creative 

 

2. Post-it Mural Activity – Cybele, Liane 

 Bees are social creatures; we will use Bees in this activity to symbolize community. 

 You will be given a series of prompts and your responses will go on the honeycomb 

shaped post-it notes. 

 

1. What neighborhood do you live in?  

2. What is inspiring about your neighborhood? 

3. If there was one thing that you could change about your neighborhood, what would 

it be? 

4. What do you think you could do about ‘that thing’ that you could change in your 

neighborhood? 

 

 Once you are finished, post your responses on the mirror/wall (make sure the sides 

are touching) and create a pattern.  

 This is a test-run of the activity to be used at the Neighborhood Summit entrance 

 Examples from our test-run: Trees; mix of cultures; fruit; talent; more care for those 

who pass through our neighborhood; not all are willing to participate; kids play in the 

street without fear; help association grow. Overall, we had some overlapping ideas; 

great start! 

 

3. Supportive Communities Philosophy  

1. What is our philosophy?  

2. What does supportive communities mean?  

3. Why we are doing this? 

 



  Discussion: 

 We want children, youth and families to succeed—some of that is with public safety, 

health, academics, and neighborhoods. 

 Children are the core of the neighborhoods; they grow up and they turn into life forms 

like us. You want them both, happy and active.  

 Whatever you do in the neighborhood, you need to involve kids. This ensures the 

future, and that the values of the community will continue, ex. of encouraging kids on 

the block to welcome new neighbors 

 When you have well connected neighborhoods— involved in growth and 

development—you are investing in our country.  

 Considering the turnover rate: A lot of the families are moving out because of high 

rent costs, so creating safety in their neighborhood is important, but also being able to 

move out into a new context and maintain that same safe space.  

 All of the events/parties that we (ALT) have, are all kid-oriented. Parents are there, 

but the parties are designed for the kids. This is an expectation and value in this 

neighborhood. 

 If you have a neighborhood that is transient, or has a marijuana dispensary—these 

conditions shift our children away from healthy practices. 

 Does this mean that what we do is only for children? 

o No, everyone benefits 

o Safety varies per neighborhood; only because it will differ, doesn't mean we 

should not try. 

o Example: Young professional can come back home to Harkness, and actually 

wants to be there. 

 We are shifting cultures in neighborhoods. Not going to wait on the city or non-profit 

entities to step in so that these constituencies are cared for: we care for our 

neighbors. 

 Neighborhoods are only as safe/strong as their most vulnerable populations 

 We are moving away from a privatized “good life”  

 

  Action:  

 Brian will reword the philosophy to make it more inclusive; anyone who reads it can 

see themselves in it (children, elderly, singles, and college students). 

 

4. Neighborhood Summit ‘Theme’  

 

       Discussion: 

 Current title is dull, what can the new title be? We need a hook. Describes the event 

and also includes an action. 

 Title change: Do we want a general theme or specific? We are trying to be more fun! 

 Having Fun in Your Neighborhood!  Building Community Creating Neighborhoods! 

Celebrating and Bridging Our Communities! 



 Celebrating Neighborhoods? Good Hoods? 

 The language we use needs to be able to reach all of our neighbors in our marketing 

efforts; if we have to explain or redefine ‘Good Hoods’, it may not work well. 

 Our neighborhoods are eclectic; we love that about our neighborhoods. 

 We can celebrate the diversity; engage our neighbors; this speaks more to celebrating 

diversity, not attending a lecture. 

 

5. Neighborhood Summit Overview  

 Date: Monday, September 18th.  

 Location: LA CASITA DEL ARROYO 

o Parking is free. 

o Make sure we give clear directions to our guests to LA CASITA. Parking details 

if the lot is full. 

 Marketing: All hands on deck in promoting the event 

 Flyer: Adam and Brian are drafting a flyer-- if it doesn’t work for you, please provide 

feedback when we send it out! 

o We should have an RSVP 

 Food: Enough for 60 people: 20 PAS, 20 SM, 20 ALT 

o Happy Hour vibe, so that they feel relaxed and excited about being there; fun 

and inviting atmosphere 

 Budget: $12/person is reasonable. El Portal? Cindy? 

 Alcohol: Guest will purchase and we would also need an alcohol monitor 

o Margo will look into an alcohol monitor  

o Margo/Araceli on LA CASITA: Margo will make the request. 

 Photo Booth: Pix By Tweens-students that run photo booths, make back drops, etc. It 

can be a “meet a neighbor” design with fun signs to show which neighborhood they 

are from. 

 Music: Adam will talk to the DJ again. 

 Round Table Discussions: Narrowed down to 6! Hooray! 

o Designed for discussions that are fun and engaging// 20 min per table 

o Combine B & C: How to grow/expand the leadership in our neighborhood 

group. To learn about resources in the community. 

o F: The anatomy of gentrification (dealing with the issue of loss) 

 Hot topic: we need a person/expert who can articulate it well. Pros/Cons 

o N: Inclusion-what does it mean to be more inclusive (as a community)? 

o Q: Technology and Communication-social media 

o S: Connection—block parties, events, etc.--> change to  Having fun in your 

Neighborhood. 

o V: How the arts improve our culture and neighborhoods; quality arts 

programs 

o Note: E & K are similar 

o Work on details for each of the Round Tables: Provide a tagline for each Round 



Table Discussion (Who, what, etc.) 

 Could we have staffed resource tables at the summit?  

o Red Cross, Fire Dept., Police Dept. for Info-Only, others? 

 

6. Next Meetings: 

 

   2nd Wednesday @ 6pm 

 

   July 12 at No Future Cafe 

   August 9 at No Future Cafe 

   Sept 13 at No Future Cafe (This will be a ‘check-in’ before the event) 

 

 Although Adam will not be at the July & August meetings, the facility is still available! 

Thank you, No Future Cafe team! 

 

7.  Adjourn 

   Meeting was adjourned at 7:45pm 

 
 


